The Legacy Story
Legacy Billiards is a dynamic division of Exact
Commerce USA, Inc., a furniture manufacturing
company that has been around for 20 years. Exact’s
customer base includes most of the major brand
names in the US furniture market, and we have
enjoyed a steady streak of annual growth since the
day the company formed. Our factory is currently
over 1,000,000 square feet, employs over 1200
people, and houses state-of-the-art machinery.

SOLID WOOD

Besides building furniture and components for the
residential furniture industry, Exact has supplied
many of the largest billiard manufacturers with
almost every component that comprises a pool table.
Before we formed Legacy Billiards, we were THE
largest supplier of billiard components to the billiard
manufacturing community.

Just like a fine musical instrument, Legacy uses only select hardwoods
in every table we manufacture. No engineered woods such as MDF or
laminates. No compromises. Only solid hardwood to ensure lasting
strength and beauty.

Legacy evolved when Exact saw the need to focus
more intently on the fast-growing home game room
segment of the furniture market. Legacy Billiards
brings the best of furniture manufacturing (finishing,
hand carving, design, material, and construction)
into the home game room industry. We knew with
our experience in the billiard industry constructing
every component in a table (except the cushion
rubber and pockets)that we could build a pool table
better than most manufacturers. With our experience
selling to higher end furniture customers, we had the
expertise to put a fine furniture grade finish on our
gaming products, the quality of which had only been
achieved by a select few. By using only top grade
hardwoods, we now provide a product that lives up
to its name: Legacy.

Jere Duffey
President
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PERFECT CORNER

Squaring the corners on a billiard table cabinet has always been a key
component of quality table construction. Getting it wrong can mean an
uneven surface, which affects the quality of game play. With our Perfect
Corner, you’ll always get it right. By design, the only way it fits is to
create perfectly squared corners.
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Billiard Tables
Historical records about the exact birthplace of
the game of billiards remain uncertain. The word
“billiard” derives from the French word “Bille,”
meaning ball, referring to a game involving ball
and stick; and “art,” meaning the art of playing
the game. Although the French have given
new meaning and life to the game by refining
and popularizing it, they cannot claim to have
invented it. Billiards was played as an outdoor
lawn game, resembling golf or croquet, in
northern Europe during the 15th century.

The first documented evidence of billiards was
found in the 1470 inventory of King Louis XI
of France, in the form of a lawn billiard game.
Billiards evolved to an indoor game and became
fashionable among aristocrats and commoners
in France by the mid-1500s. In the following
century, the table version similar to today’s
games first appeared. However, slate, cushions
and modern cloth were not used until the 1800s.

7 things to consider when selecting
the “right” pool table:
Price – If you’ve ever heard, “You get what you pay for”, believe it. A
masterfully constructed pool table is an investment. Quality made
tables with features that will last a lifetime will start at $2000 and go
up from there.
Size – There is a table for every pool player. 7ft (Bar size), 8ft
(Regulation or Standard size), and 9ft (Tournament size), are the
most common. Most people select the proper size to fit the room
where the table will be placed. (Remember, 60” of cue space is
needed around the entire table to comfortably play a game.)
Brand – Make sure the brand of table you select has easily accessible
information about the product. Preferably, you should choose a
brand that is represented by a local dealer. This way, you can view
selection before your purchase, and receive professional service after
the sale.
Materials – This is where table quality differs. Solid hardwood is
always the best choice. Companies that use inferior construction
methods such as using hardwoods for rails or legs only, or metal
bracing or brackets do so to cut production costs. Solid Hardwood
material is, and always will be considered the finest quality product
available in pool table manufacturing.
Performance – Slate, cushions, and cloth largely determine how a
table plays. One inch slate is standard and is used on professional
and residential tables. Cushions should be made with gum rubber
material and adhered directly to the rail. The type of cloth used will
determine the speed of the rolling ball. Cloth is largely made of wool
and will need to be replaced over time.
Warranty – A proper warranty should ensure that an owner’s
investment will last a lifetime. (Pockets and cloth are typically not
covered under these warranties). Warranties will vary from brand to
brand. Make sure to read the fine print. (Legacy is unique to cover
labor as well as replacement costs.)
Installation – The greatest table in the world will offer sub-par
performance if not installed correctly. A proper installation should
be done by a trained billiard mechanic. The precision and expertise
to assemble and level a table is not something just anyone can do.
Make sure your installer has experience working on the brand of
product you are purchasing.
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Value in every table

Rylee

Classic Series

At Legacy Billiards, we believe in exceeding
expectations, and we put more value into
every billiard table we make. With our unique
combination of superior craftsmanship and
all hardwood construction, our Classic Series
tables are the best value on the market.

A tremendous value, The Rylee table combines the graceful
styling of an arched cabinet with ball and claw legs. The
Rylee is finished artfully with solid hardwood construction.

Great features found in our
Legacy Classic Series.
• Routered, 1.25” Solid Wood Cabinet
• 3 piece, 1” backed slate
• Diamond pearl sites
• High torque T-Nut Fasteners
• Patented Perfect Corner construction
• Lifetime Warranty

ONLY A LEGACY BILLIARDS TABLE GIVES YOU...
The Perfect Corner

The assurance of a square cabinet and flush panels are essential in
providing perfect play for every billiard table. Legacy’s Perfect Corner is
the only patented design that guarantees table assembly will be “perfect”
every time. This design has also proven to provide the strongest cabinet
corner support of any billiard brand in the industry.

Solid Hardwood

Our K-66 profile natural gum rubber cushions feature a relief groove designed to provide perfect alignment to the top rail. The result is superior
ball speed and accuracy. This groove also adds 30% more surface area
for the rubber to bond to the top rail. A properly constructed table with
attention to details like this can improve your game play. All of our exact
shot cushions carry a lifetime warranty.

Better quality means better play. Every table Legacy manufactures is
constructed from solid hardwood. No MDF, plywood, scrap wood or
metal plates. We use only real hardwood for the cabinet, legs, top rails,
blinds, and crossbeam slate supports. The result is a pool table that is
unmatched in the market.

Old World Joinery Techniques

Hand Carved Legs

All of our leather pockets are finished with a quality dye to coordinate
with our billiard tables. These dyes, as opposed to staining, are steeped
into the leather or durahyde, allowing the material to maintain its desired
color and endure scratches from normal play for the life of the table.
With this process, you can be assured your table’s inherent beauty will
keep its luster for years to come.

We start with a single block of quality solid hardwood. We then
meticulously hand carve the table legs that support the work of
functional art that describes our pool tables. Legacy currently employs
over 180 master carvers applying their talents to our product line.

Fortress Power LockTM

We believe in the construction techniques that have stood the test of
time. Our experience in the furniture industry carries over to our pool
tables to provide you with a family heirloom that will last for generations.

Shown in Nutmeg finish.
Available in 7’ and 8’ sizes.
Nutmeg

Durable Leather Pockets

All Legacy rails are secured to the slate using our exclusive Fortress Power
Lock. This feature utilizes an oversized T-Nut fastener secured into the rail
by a solid hardwood core to tightly hold the extreme torque of the rails
bolts onto the table. This design has been tested to 2,000 lbs. of torque
and is 80% stronger than threaded inserts or other fasteners used by
other table manufacturers.

Quality Slate

Hand Inlaid Sites

Legacy’s one million square foot factory incorporates varieties of
custom finishes and options for all their manufactured billiard and
furniture products. Because all our products are finished at the same
time, we are able to provide greater finish consistency to our product
than any of our competitors. The result is a table of unsurpassed
quality, beauty, and endurance: a Legacy table.

All site locations on every Legacy pool table are precision cut using stateof-the-art CNC machines to ensure perfect consistency. Our sites are
hand -picked and inlaid, then sanded to ensure a smooth finish.
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Exact ShotTM Cushions

Legacy Billiards uses 3-piece one-inch backed slate on all of our billiard
tables. Each piece of slate is diamond-honed, precision cut and ground to
within five thousandths of an inch to ensure a level surface. There are no
shortcuts in attention to detail and commitment to quality.

The Finishing Touch

Classic Accessory Kit

Besides the pool table, nothing is more essential to the game than quality
pool tables accessories. The same care and quality we hold so important in
our pool tables can be found here as well. Available in Onyx finish only.
Traditional Oak

1- Lifetime Guaranteed Ball Set
4- 57”, two-Piece Cues
1- Two-Piece Bridge Stick
1- Professional Bridge head
1- Triangle Rack
1- 9-Ball Rack
1- Six Cue Roman Rack
1- Table Brush
1- Under Rail Brush
1- Black Plastic Dust Cover
1- instructions booklet

Port

Black Cherry
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Classic Series

Artistically blending clean lines with dramatic curves.

Shown in Nutmeg finish.
Available in 7’ and 8’ sizes.

Traditional Oak

Ryan

Southwestern chic at a budget friendly price.

Radley

Ageless beauty matched with impeccable style.

Black Cherry

Nutmeg

Port

Classic
Series

Shown in Port finish.
Available in 7’ and 8’ sizes.

From top to bottom, this billiard table is a great buy and up to the task for some professional play
time in your game room. Carefully examine our solid wood construction, quality leather pockets
and pearl sites, and you will find this high quality table standing out from the competition.

Great Looking Legs
Legacy’s manufacturing facilities
encompass over one million square feet of
warehouse, office, and production space.
We currently employ over 1,200 workers
and master artisans to create our Legacy
pool tables.
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Starting with a single block of quality, solid
hardwood, we then sculpt it into the artful
legs that support our peerless pool tables.
Traditional Oak

Black Cherry

Nutmeg

Port
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Tapered, paneled legs and a delicately arched cabinet
give the Mesa broad stylistic appeal to add to any room

Sterling
Series

Shown in Port finish.
Available in 8’ and 9’ sizes.

megan
Effortless

elegance that fits any décor

Solid Wood
Port

The strong lines of the Landon adds an ambiance of sophisticated tradition.
The powerful executive styling of this pool table will tell people that you rule in
your game room!

Great features found in our
Legacy Sterling Series:
• Fully routered 1.25” cabinets
• 3 piece, 1”, backed slate
• Pro-style rails with diamond pearl sites
• High-torque T-nut fasteners
• Patented Perfect Corner construction
• Hand-carved oversized legs
• Lifetime Warranty
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Nutmeg

Black Cherry

Solid Wood and The Perfect Corner:

Better quality means better play. Every
table Legacy manufactures is made from
solid hardwood. No MDF (Medium
Density Fiberboard), plywood, scrapwood
or metal plates. We use only solid
hardwood for the cabinet, legs, top rails,
blinds, and cross-beam slate supports. The
result is a pool table that is unmatched in
the industry.
The patented “Perfect Corner” (exclusive
to Legacy) is the strongest and easiest
corner to assemble anywhere. The design

of the corner ensures all cabinet panels to
be flush and square, without the
need for adjustment. We do not use a
metal bracket in the corner of our cabinets.
Metal brackets allow the table to flex and
move unpredictably, which defeats the
solid, immovable purpose of a pool table.
They are used only to cut production
costs and save the manufacturer money.
All of our tapered cabinet billiard tables
are constructed using the solid hardwood
Perfect Corner.

Legacy is an industry veteran that began
products and better pricing than any brand
by manufacturing furniture and billiard
name competitor, and regularly exceeds the
components for other well-known
expectations of savvy consumers. Legacy
companies three decades ago. Legacy still
is unique to the Billiard and Game Room
currently makes furniture
Industry because all of our
Our goal is to provide our
components for major
products are manufactured
customers
the
best
product,
furniture manufacturers
under one roof — our own
with the best value, without one-million square foot
nationwide. Ten years
compromise.
ago, to better meet the
factory. This allows us to
needs and growing demand of modern
produce a more consistent look and finish
day consumers, Legacy began providing
to the product, achieve higher quality
quality billiard tables, shuffleboards and
control, and most importantly, lower pricing
game room furniture directly to retailers.
to you.
Legacy is able to provide higher quality

Learn more about Legacy Billiards at www.legacybilliards.com

Shown in Nutmeg finish.
Available in 8’ and 9’ sizes.

Port

Nutmeg

Black Cherry
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Mallory

Elite
Series

Ella

sterling series

Shown in Port finish.
Available in 8’ and 9’ sizes.
Shown in Onyx finish.
Available in 7’, 8’and 9’ sizes.

The sweeping arched cabinet coupled with hand carved legs gives the Mallory a refined, sophisticated
look. The solid hardwood construction and hand carved scroll-style legs are a timeless combination.
Port

Black Cherry

Nutmeg

This elegant billiard table features curved post legs giving the Ella a designer
sensibility. For those of you seeking a modern design, this fine table exhibits an
arched cabinet and arched blinds, making this table the perfect addition to your
home game room.

Port
Onyx

Sterling Accessory Kit

kit includes the high quality accessories you need to put your table to use. Available
in matching finishes: Port, Onyx, Traditional Oak, Black Cherry and Nutmeg.
1- Lifetime Guaranteed Ball Set
4- 57”, two-Piece Cues with adjustable weights
1- Two-Piece Bridge Stick
1- Professional Bridge head
1- Triangle Heavy Duty Rack
1- 9-Ball Heavy Duty Rack
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An eye-catching centerpiece of
any game room

1- 8 Cue Deluxe Rack
1- Table Brush
1- Under Rail Brush
1- Scuffer
1- Brown, Fitted Table Cover
1- instructions booklet

The finishing touch
Black Cherry

Nutmeg

Legacy’s one million square foot factory
incorporates varieties of custom finishes and
options for all our manufactured billiard and
furniture products. Because all our products
are finished at the same time, we are able

to provide greater finish consistency to
our product than any of our competitors.
The result is a table of unsurpassed quality,
beauty, and endurance: a Legacy table.
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NEW DESIGN

Winston
The Winston evokes a
timeless elegance that will
endure year after year. With
handsome English stylings,
this table is destined to be
a family heirloom.

Signature
Series
Signature Series Features:
• Fully routered and notched panel cabinetry
• 3 piece, 1” backed slate
• Pro-style rails
• Hand inlaid Mother-Of-Pearl sites
• High torque T-Nut Fasteners
• Patented Perfect Corner construction
• Notched and routered blinds
• Lifetime Warranty

Shown in Port finish.
Available in 8’ size.

Port

Nutmeg

The strong lines of the Landon table lends an air of sophisticated tradition
to any room. The powerful executive styling of this billiard table will inspire
fierce competition with your chosen opponent.
Signature Series Features:
• Fully routered Judges panel cabinetry
• 3 piece, 1” backed slate
• Pro-style rails
• Hand inlaid Mother-Of-Pearl sites
• High torque T-Nut Fasteners
• Post Leg construction
• Contoured and routered blinds
• Lifetime Warranty

Shown in Port finish.
Available in 8’ size.

Black Cherry

Look for matching game room furniture beginning on page 20.
Port
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Nutmeg

Black Cherry
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The

Perfect Drawer

New
Item
Can your table keep a secret?

Specifically designed for the most popular sized tables, our
8ft Perfect Drawer has room for five cues, a bridge stick,
ball racks, brushes, and additional accessories for serious pool
enthusiasts. Your Legacy table is a work of art and the
center piece of your game room. Maintain a clean
and elegant look by safely storing all your billiard
accessories inside the easy access Perfect
Drawer, hidden under the table.

Add
storage
to almost
any table.

Whether installing in a new table or adding to
a table purchased in the past, Legacy’s Patented
Perfect Drawer is a great item for storing all your
billiard accessories uniquely and safely under
your billiard table. If you prefer not to store your
accessories in a wall or floor rack, or if you don’t
have space for a storage bench, the Perfect Drawer
is the perfect option. The drawer is available in
two sizes to fit both 7ft and 8ft tables. It is easy
to install* and lined with a soft fabric coating for
expensive cues that
need extra protection.
The Perfect Drawer
provides plenty of
convenient storage
for all your accessories
– cues, balls, racks,
brushes etc….. If you
prefer to have your
expensive cues and
billiard accessories
hidden from view
and away from guests our Perfect Drawer is for you.
When not in use, The Perfect Drawer is tucked
neatly underneath your table and out of sight.

Perfect Drawer (8’)

Perfect Drawer (7’)
Looking for a more compact solution for storing
your accessories in a smaller table? Our 7ft
Perfect Drawer fits this need beautifully. With
the same great features like easy installation and
smooth operability as the 8ft version, this drawer
allows you the same convenience and perfect
storage that will keep your game room tidy.

Ea
sy t
o

are
w
install hard

* Will not install on tables that require added center beams.
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Bowling Pins
Ten Bowling pins for your
shuffleboard game. Add these pins
and the fun begins! Comes with pin
setter for easy set up. Pins are Wood
and are 4 1/4 inches high, 1 7/16
inches wide.

Light Kit
Add lighting to any shuffleboard
and enjoy the game even more.
Our light features an onyx wood
canopy and metal hardware that
easily attaches to the cabinet.

Bumpers
Add these bumpers to any Legacy
Shuffleboard to change the
direction of the game. Perfect for
younger players.

Replacement Pucks
Chrome plated with a beautiful
finish, these 2-5/16” pucks are made
from heat treated hardened. Includes
4 black pucks and 4 red pucks.

Signature

Available in 12’ and 16’ sizes

Shuffleboards
Believe it or not, playing shuffleboard
on tables can be traced as far back as
England: 1532. First “shoveboard”,
then “shovelboard”, this game
consisted of coins and a polished
table top. Shoving these coins across
the tabletop was a favorite past-time
for some of the members of the royal
family. It did not take long for the
“commoners” to adapt this game for

18

12’ Playfield Dimensions:
16”x 2-1/2” with
1/4 Polymer Top

16’ Playfield Dimensions:
20”x 3” with
1/4” Polymer Top

Available in Port, Onyx, Black Cherry, and Nutmeg finishes.

their own use, and became so popular
that people actually stopped going to
work, causing it to be banned!
One of the main reasons as to why
shuffleboard tables are becoming
popular is because of the limited
amount of space it occupies and the
low level of maintenance required to
keep this game operational. As you

can see, we have a wide selection
of shuffleboard styles that would
complement your home decor, or a
cozy bar or tavern. It is a game that
appeals to a wide range of people of
various backgrounds and interests, and
is guaranteed to be a hit. While Legacy
has a reputation of building quality
pool tables, wait until you try one of
our shuffleboards!

9’ Classic

12’ Elite

Playfield Dimensions:
15”x 1-1/2” with
1/8” Polymer Top

Playfield Dimensions:
16”x 2-1/2” with
1/4” Polymer Top

Available in Port, Onyx,
Traditional Oak, Black Cherry,
and Nutmeg finishes.

Available in Black Cherry,
Port, and Nutmeg finishes.

Specifications

Electronic Score Unit
Custom designed in onyx to match
any shuffleboard, the electronic
scoring unit attaches to the cabinet
and displays a large dual screen,
making it easy to see who is winning.

Playfield- The Playfield is made from Plantation North
American Yellow Poplar with a polymer resin.
Wax Powder
Our shuffleboard wax is specially
formulated for use on any size
shuffleboard.

Climate Adjusters- Legacy Shuffleboards include climate
adjusters to ensure a level and accurate game.
Storage- Convenient storage shelves can be found at
the center leg of the Elite and Sterling. The Sterling
Shuffleboard also has storage drawers at each end.

Silicone Spray
Acts as an assistant to the
shuffleboard powder. A light coat
helps eliminate tracking, saves on
powder and adds excitement to the
game by increasing the speed of play.

Accessories- All Legacy shuffleboards include: 4 black
pucks, 4 red pucks, stainless abacus scorer, table brush, and
a black table cover..

Black table cover
included with every
Legacy Shuffleboard.

14’ Sterling
Playfield Dimensions:
16”x 2-1/2” with
1/4” Polymer Top
Available in Black Cherry,
Port, and Nutmeg finishes.
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Classic

Be ready for a game of cards with friends or a challenging board
game with the family. This 48” octagonal table includes a flip
top with one side featuring drink holders and chip trays with
removable rubber inserts to protect from spills. Flipping the game
surface over reveals a beautiful dining top. The Classic game set
comes with 4 matching chairs with black faux leather that swivel,
tilt, roll, and adjust in height. Available in Port, Onyx, Traditional
Oak, Black Cherry and Nutmeg finishes.

Foosball (New)

Bring back childhood memories with a lightning-fast game of Foosball

Hold ‘Em Table (New)

This 88’ x 46’ flip top table allows for a dining surface
on one side and a game surface. Features wooden
chip and drink area and padded arm rests. Available
in Port, Onyx, Black Cherry and Nutmeg finishes.

Game Sets

The playing cards that are used to play Poker are called “Court Cards.” Arriving from
Europe, they get their name from the “face” cards that feature people you would find in
a Royal Court (King, Queen, etc). Poker is often associated with the saloons of the old
West. Most likely, the history of the game in America started in New Orleans, where it
was played by European immigrants.

Elite

Elite
Revive the fun of friendly competition
with game night at your house. Like
The Classic, this 54” round table has
generous drink holders and chip trays with
removable rubber inserts to protect from
spills. This handsome dual purpose table
also sports a convenient dining top when
flipped over. The Elite game set comes
with 4 matching chairs with black faux
leather that swivel, tilt, roll, and adjust in
height.

• Traditional 1-man goalie rod
• Adjustable leg levelers
• Externally-attached cup holders
• Dual-side ball returns
• 30” W x 56” L x 35” H
• Counter-balanced men
• Seamless 4MM tube rods
• Abacus scorers

Sterling

Available in onyx finish.

Smartly store all of your billiard table accessories.

Sterling (New)
Add portable storage to your game
room with this free-standing floor rack.
Removable ball storage tray makes
transportation to the table easy.
Available in Port, Black Cherry, and
Nutmeg finishes.

Wallsaver
Classic

Sterling

If tradition is what you want, then the
Classic dartboard cabinet is for you.

Finish a game room with the stylish
Sterling cabinet that easily fits most
electronic boards.
Available in Onyx, Port, Black Cherry,
and Nutmeg finishes.

Available in Port, Onyx, Traditional Oak,
Black Cherry, and Nutmeg finishes.
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“Sniper” Dartboard
High quality bristle board with staplefree razor wire and rotating score ring.
Ideal for steel tip or soft tip darts.

Available in Onyx, Port, Nutmeg
and Black Cherry finishes.

Cue Storage Racks

Available in Port, Black Cherry and
Nutmeg finishes.

Protect your walls from damage
with this 36” backboard made from
materials tough enough to withstand
missed throws.

• Fast 3-man goalie rod
• Adjustable leg levelers
• Furniture grade cabinet
• Dual-side ball returns
• 30” W x 56” L x 35” H
• Counter-balanced men
• Seamless 4MM tube rods
• Abacus scorers
• Matching wood handles

Classic
A traditional styling wall rack that
holds 8 cues, two ball racks, chalk, table
brushes, plus additional accessories.
Available in Port, Onyx, Traditional Oak,
Black Cherry, and Nutmeg finishes.
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Classic

Turn your Legacy billiard table into a funfilled game of table tennis that is fun for all
ages. Full foam padded backing to prevent
damage to your billiard table.

Table Tennis

Fits 7 and 8 foot pool tables
5/8” MDF in compliance to CARB Phase II
Includes heavy-duty net and clamp
2 paddles and 3 balls

Elite (New)

Start your own family game night with
table tennis from Legacy Billiards.
This game table will delight your family
for years to come. Fold it up for single play
or compact storage when not in use.

If you need replacement accessories,
Legacy Billiards offers high quality nets,
paddles and balls for your existing table.

Blue playing surface.
1/2” MDF in compliance to CARB Phase II
Includes heavy-duty net and clamp
2 paddles and 3 balls

Sterling (New)

Classic
Add the taste of Old World Europe with this traditional
looking Spectator chair. Features include black faux
leather and a metal footrest.
Available in Port, Onyx, Traditional Oak, Black Cherry,
and Nutmeg finishes.

Spectator Chairs

Elite
Comfortable and stylish, the Elite spectator chair is a
welcome resting place for your guests while you
entertain in your game room. Metal footrest and faux
leather upholstery complete the look.
Available in Port, Black Cherry, and Nutmeg finishes.

View the game you love from the best seat in the house

The Sterling is a professional-grade,
tournament table. The thick 5/8” playing
surface is coated with anti-glare laminate.
It includes a heavy-gauge steel frame to
maintain a flat play area. Fold it up for
single play or compact storage when not
in use.
Black playing surface.
5/8” MDF in compliance to CARB Phase II
Includes net and tournament grade clamp,
2 paddles and 3 balls.

Sterling Outdoor (New)
The Sterling Outdoor is a powder-coated,
weather resistant table. The thick 5/8”
playing surface is equally at home on
the patio, poolside or in the rec room,
providing portable table tennis fun for
everyone! Fold it up for single play or
compact storage when not in use.

Black playing surface.
5/8” MDF in compliance to CARB Phase II
Includes plastic net and tournament grade
clamp, 2 paddles and 3 balls.
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Classic Backless

Classic Backed

Add extra seating to any room with the traditional
styling of our 60” Classic Storage Bench. For game
room enthusiasts, there is a storage compartment under
the seat for cues, balls, and ball racks.
Available in Port, Onyx, Traditional Oak, Black Cherry,
and Nutmeg finishes.

The perfect choice for a little extra support, this backed
version of our popular Classic Storage Bench offers a
storage compartment under the seat for cues, balls, and
ball racks.
Available in Port, Onyx, Traditional Oak, Black Cherry,
and Nutmeg finishes.
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Create a social oasis in your home to entertain family and friends.

Sterling 92” Bar
This 92” bar is perfect for entertaining parties. Easily seat 6
guests at the bar that includes a wine chiller, drawers, and
locking storage cabinet. This bar has even more versatility
with a large refrigerator cavity and adjustable shelves.
Brushed metal hardware adds to the distinction offered by
this bar.
The refrigerator cavity measures: 25 1/2” W x 33 7/16”H x
22”D. Available in Port, Black Cherry, and Nutmeg finishes.

The History of the Home Bar.
Bars may have been around since
Roman times, but private drinking
establishments became popular during
the 1920’s prohibition era. For those
wanting a drink, locating a “speakeasy”
or “blind pig” in which to avoid the
authorities was no small task. These Al
Capone-era bars usually featured some
pretty slick mechanisms to open secret
passage ways and for dumping the bar
stock to avoid being busted by the feds.
Home Bar Furniture became popular
in the 1950’s with cocktail sipping
homeowners enjoying the company of

friends within the privacy of their own
home. Inspired by Hollywood movies
and a carefree, Rat-Pack lifestyle
indulged by famous entertainers like
Frank Sinatra and Dean Martin, the
home bar became an iconic fixture of a
well-appointed mid-century home.
The 70’s and 80’s saw a rise in public
nightclubs and disco music with fancy
dance floors and mirrored disco ball
lighting. The 90’s saw dance clubs and
the appearance of heavy metal head
banging and rave scenes. During these
times, the home bar gathered dust as

“clubbing” became the social scene of
choice.
Today, things have changed a bit, and
while Frank and Dean are long gone,
their music is still alive and well on
CD. Smoking is for the most part a relic
of the past with most people opting for
a healthier lifestyle. Today, the home
bar is making a comeback as more
people are entertaining in the home
again with a variety of get-togethers
from cocktail soirees, milkshake mixers,
and even formal dinner parties.

Sterling Back Bar
Classic 60” Bar

Perfect for friendly get-togethers and family time. This 60” bar
features a lockable liquor cabinet, wine chiller, stemware racks and
adjustable shelves.

The Sterling Back Bar reflects a comfortable
style to enhance the beauty behind any bar.
Features recessed lighting, large bottle shelf,
and a stemware rack for displaying your
finest crystal. Available in Port, Nutmeg and
Black Cherry finishes.

Available in Port, Onyx, Traditional Oak, Black Cherry, and
Nutmeg finishes.

Sterling 72” Bar

Your guests will not believe
that this bar offers two dry
sinks, stemware holders, a
cutting board, storage drawers
and a lockable cabinet all
hidden from their view.
Available in Port, Nutmeg
and Black Cherry finishes.
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Sterling Bar Return

Available in Port, Black Cherry,
and Nutmeg finishes.

Add extra seating and storage to our
popular Sterling Bars. Configure your
bar return to fit either end of your
home bar. A metal footrest is included
to match the front.

Elite Back Bar

This back bar is a nod to the bars of bygone
eras. Expand your storage area with the wine
glass rack and bottle storage. Available in

Port, Onyx, Black Cherry, and Nutmeg finishes.
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Pub Tables

Bar Stools

Comfortable seating never looked so good
The kitchen is the heart of the
home that is a favorite focal point
of interior designers. It is the
area of the home where everyone
gathers, shares laughter, good food,
and memories. A popular choice
in home design is adding a bar
to the kitchen or right next to it,
independent of the dining table,
with bar stools included.
Bar stools themselves are a
wonderful piece of furniture. They

utilize space economically, they are
ideal for both sitting and standing
situations, and-when made right,
they are incredibly comfortable.
The bar stool has traditionally
been used for accommodating
large amounts of people in
restricted spaces, yet there has
been a tendency toward including
the bar stool into the home
furniture line up, and the results

Poker Tops

Sterling

This 36” round table is offered in both cafe’ and pub
heights and features a solid wood pedestal.
Available in Onyx, Port, Black Cherry, and Nutmeg finishes.

Classic 30”Backed

Add extra functionality to your pub table with a
poker conversion top. Available in 42” and 48”
sizes, it features the same removable cup holders
and chip trays found on our Game Tables.
Available in Port, Onyx, Black Cherry, and Nutmeg
finishes. 42” top is also available in Traditional Oak.

Classic 30” Backless

Available in Onyx, Tratitional Oak, Nutmeg and Black Cherry Finishes

Legacy Bar Stools
Manufactured to the highest
standards, all Legacy Billiards bar
stools arrive at your door partially
assembled with easy to follow
instructions. Our variety of bar
stools easily complement our home
bars with our coordinating handrubbed finishes. Our stylish bar
stools work great in your kitchen or
breakfast nook as well.

Sterling 30” Backless

Sterling 25” Backless

Available in Onyx, Port, Nutmeg and Black Cherry Finishes

Signature
New
Signature 30” Backed
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Available in Port, Nutmeg and
Black Cherry Finishes

Sterling 30” Backed

Sterling 25” Backed

Available in Onyx, Port, Nutmeg and Black Cherry Finishes

New

This 36” diagonal square table is
offered in full pub height. This table
also features checkerboard inlay top
with 2 storage drawers.
Available in Port, Black Cherry, and
Nutmeg finishes.

Sterling Café

New

This 42” diagonal square café table is
perfect for larger gatherings. Available in
Café Height only. Available in Port, Black
Cherry and Nutmeg finishes.

Classic

This 30” round pub table features a
beautifully turned pedestal. Available
in Pub Height only. Available in Port,
Onyx, Traditional Oak, Black Cherry and
Nutmeg finishes.
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Legacy Billiards

851 Progress Road
Collierville, TN 38017
1-866-953-4272
www.LegacyBilliards.com
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Legacy Billiards

“I love the fact that I was able to purchase an entire
package where everything matches as well as
coordinates with the rest of the furniture in my home.”
– Bill Jones
Legacy owner

Your complete game room resource

